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HOW TO INHABIT A SPACE WITH A
COMPLEX PAST?
Cultural practices and events are an occasion to reflect on the space they come to
occupy and inhabit—even if temporarily. As it is often the case in Rome, the
architecture becomes an overwhelming element to deal with. This year the new
location granted by the Region to the performative art festival Short Theatre was the
rationalist building of the ExGil—literally former Fascist Youth. After its restoration
and reopening the space was renamed as WeGil by the Regione Lazio administration,
and is currently used as polyvalent cultural space and venue for exhibitions, arts and
culture. Luigi Moretti’s building was inaugurated in 1937, as the space for the fascist
organization Gioventù Italiana del Littorio, and used as such until the end of
WWII. This cohabitation couldn’t but trigger a reflection about the building itself and
the city at large, their symbols and history. The artistic production of today has the
power—and duty—of reshaping and resignifying the matter of collective memory,
through its contemporary theories, influences and gestures. Indeed, the
considerations that came about necessarily tackled the colonial fascist past of Italian
history and geography inasmuch as their tendency to remain incomplete, often
laboriously countered by feminist decolonial artistic and educational practices.
This issue unfolds through the words and personal experience of writer and
journalist Igiaba Scego, who in her piece For WeGil takes Rome as an emblematic
case of historical indifference; followed by researcher and curator Simone
Frangi’s The Crime of Innocence, a focus on “harmless” monumentality and
neocolonial continuum; through their collective intervention (We) are not Gil, Ilenia
Caleo, Isabella Pinto, Federica Giardini and Serena Fiorletta attempt to “complete” the
historical traces embedded in the ExGil building; the continuous work done at the
Master in Gender politics and studies, especially around its Arts Module, as
witnessed and recounted by Paola Granato in Entanglements; and it overall attempts
to follow the traces of a decolonial feminism, as put in practice by the collective
Décolonizer les Arts (active in Paris since 2015) and theorized by Françoise Vergès,
here interviewed by Giulia Crispiani. Special thanks to Short Theatre for making the
effort and not remaining indifferent.
The contributions by Igiaba Scego and Simone Frangi and the intervention by Ilenia
Caleo, Federica Giardini, Serena Fiorella and Isabella Pinto were commissioned by
Short Theatre.
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Ilenia Caleo, Serena Fioletta, Federica Giardini, Isabella Pinto
Entering and crossing a space is never a neutral action, especially when a place has
a specific identity and a historical density that can’t be ignored. When we entered the
ex-GIL building, to inspect the space before the days to come (the days of the Short
Theatre festival and the Master in Gender Studies and Politics) we immediately
understood that we, as feminists, we couldn’t be—think, discuss, meet in there. The
space had to be decolonized first. The point was not simply the debate around the
survival and revival of such spaces, once fascist buildings or somehow marked by
the regime; the most evident issue today is that the restoration intervention
neutralizes, or to say the least remains silent on the history of a building in one of
Rome’s most central neighborhoods; factually reaffirming and legitimizing the re-
emersion of a present that never operated a precise choice on the Italian fascist and
colonial past. 
GIL is the acronym of Gioventù italiana del littorio (Italian Lictorian—fascist Youth),
and the building was commissioned by the Opera Nazionale Balilla (another section
of the Italian Fascist youth organization) in 1933. Shut in 1976, the building was
reopened in 2017, following a restoration that took it back to its “original” shape. The
traces of the great painting celebrating Ceasar’s imperial triumph remain on its walls
—among its few fragments we can notice the silhouette of some African women, that
keep on marching as slaves in a never-ending domination parade. Exoticism and
erotism at their best. 
Taking a few steps forward, a surprisingly empty giant map of Africa, where the only
visible traces are the Italian colonies, and the inscription on the wall still shouting out
loud “Tireremo dritto—We’ll go ahead.” An apparently inhabited land, with no women
nor men, no identity nor history, neither names nor languages: the colonial power
sees it as such, whilst taking it over and (re)naming cities and places, marking
borders as straight as a line traced by default. Aside the map, a list of colonial
victories articulates the unilateral temporality of the conquest. In its specific
characteristics, the fascist epoch colonialism continues the symbolical “whitening”
process started right after the unification, which assimilates and slowly deletes the
internal line of color—the backward South is not white either—and projects the
alterity on the colonies, literally making Italians white. In this “philological” restoration,
in which the imperial eagles and the pictorial fasces are taken back from the
warehouses where they had been confined and accurately placed back, nobody has
felt the need to contextualize, to situate, to tell the presence and the meaning of the
multiple fascist, racist, imperialist signs inscribing the space. This is one of the many
examples present in Rome, that says a lot about the relationship we have—do we?
Do we actually want it?—with our almost completely removed colonial memory.
On the WeGIL website, the official description of the space never mentions, not even
superficially, fascism nor colonialism. The building seems to have been erected
outside of history. Today “the historical Trastevere’s building now marrying rationalist
forms” wants to become a cultural hub at disposal of the city, and it is even renamed
as “WeGIL, where We is opposed to the overexposed ‘I’ of our daily life, implicitly
proposing a concept of ‘opening’.” Even if we wouldn’t use the English language the
literal meaning of the new name is We Fascist Youth! The homepage description
ends with an emphatic, almost romantic tone “WeGIL: the new space with an ancient
heart.” Which heart? What antiquity? What history? What epoch? The omission
operation is not only bad because we are speaking about fascism, thus of a dramatic
page of our history and of our national narration (considering that not to talk about it
is a precise, not even that ambiguous choice), but because there is an attempt to
subtract a space, a place, a name to time. We insert in History what we wish will be
defining us—or not, we “patrimonize” with specific modalities what we wish or wish
not to become part of our na(rra)tion, of our cultural patrimony and our national
identity. As the construction of the history of a State that turns territories and places
into neuralgic nodes, toponymy is never meaningless and remains opaque only when
unquestioned. 
To name and to rename means to confer reality, to recall a meaning shared by a
community or alleged as such. Now if the wider community, in this case the nation, is
built upon cultural devices like the construction of a city, thus its memory and
imagination, then also the spaces and what signifies them inform about myths and
symbols, about a history to forget or to remember. Through monuments, cultural
objects, spatial organization, architecture, the cultural patrimony carries within a
fundamental historical meaning of memory, culture and assumed shared values.
Deciding to restore and reopen a space like the ex-GIL is not a neutral act, since
through this place the city decides what to remember and what to forget, what
identity is referring to and even assuming without any kind of concern. This is why, as
feminists, we must unveil the superficially conducted process of patrimonialization of
a fascist place that recall Italian colonialism, an act that heavily silences and
subsumes. Before we can spend even a few hours there, we must tell the whole
story of this building. 
If we do it with a feminist gaze, we can’t but notice that women are represented by a
male colonial gaze. There is a recurrence in metaphors sexualizing the colonial
action. The land to conquer is often compared to an obscure body, pure matter
without history to own and penetrate. Beside the metaphor, the colonial war
advances through body abuse and rape, sealing in one figure patriotism and male
virility. An analog construction recurs in the actual racist and xenophobe rhetoric of
invasion, agitating the masculine fear of penetration and feminization of the male
body: as the body of a white innocent lady, the Homeland must be defended from the
black bodies menacing her integrity and pureness. Borders mark the limit of the
sexual identity of the Nation-body, and it is precisely on borders that metaphors on
security, intended as untouchability and impenetrability, come into play. 
It is no coincidence that feminist words and practices have indeed unveiled issues
such as  colonialism removal, as well as the knot tightening colonialism to patriarchy.
From the anasyrma (the gesture of lifting the skirt to show one’s genitals—be it
artificially assembled or biologically feminine) in front of Rome’s Altare della Patria
(Homeland altar) and Mussolini’s obelisk to transform it into a dilDUX, to the pink
paint leaked on Indro Montanelli’s statue during the March 8th demonstrations. The
journalist, an acclaimed bipartisan cultural figure, was also a soldier in the Italian
colonization campaign and always strongly sustained such endeavors, as
demonstrated in the infamous footage of the interview by the Italo-Somalian writer
Elvira Banotti regarding his twelve year old “bride,” an unbearable linguistic mask to
hide the pedophile and rapist truth. The power of the counter-narration has emerged
both from this practices and different forms of denunciation, in regards to an Italian
colonial regime still inhabiting the minds of the public opinion. Colonialism proceeds
indeed through economical and military ways, always in need of parallel narrations—
so that the “epistemic” cultural linguistic violence is added to the material violence,
imposing a vision of the world and a series of devices of cultural hegemony. The
material conquest of a territory is always in need of a map, always in need to give
names to things. 
Throughout the years, several practices have attempted to build utopias in the
present in Rome. Our biographies have crossed within the movements, as we created
turmoil in a city like Rome, eternally blocked by institutional politics, incapable to give
space to voices and cultures that do not reflect the idea of the heterosexual middle-
aged white male, owner of goods, women and children: the aural measure of a world
in perpetual crisis. The removal of Italian colonialism interrogates nonetheless  these
precious spaces as well, where it is now impossible not to realize the almost
homogenous color of the bodies inhabiting it, of memories and narrations. If Carla
Lonzi was already speaking of the urgency for a cultural decolonization of patriarchy,
present Histories push us to decolonize ourselves from the totalizing certainties
around forms of liberation and expression, from speaking on behalf of Others, and
from habits that render difference invisible and alliances difficult. 
Considering these multiple trajectories—we asked ourselves—how to intervene on
the ex-Gil space? A text that would explain or simply contextualize below the colonial
map of the Mussolinian Africa, a caption isn’t enough. Yet a caption isn’t enough in
general, to rethink patrimonization. The cultural patrimony must be re-created, re-
inhabited in order to go from the idea of a temple museum narrating the nation, to
one that would see bodies and shared memories in action, where the feminist gaze
would take up space and speak up. We need a more radical action—we didn’t want in
fact to solve the problem of the building’s colonial and fascist identity, but rather the
opposite. We wanted to raise the issue, stir things up; not to cancel but rather rewrite,
overwrite. (we) are not GIL is nothing but a modest mural intervention, yet both an
imaginative exercise and a decolonization practice. 
So, rather than using an explanatory caption that would pacify and self-absolve us,
we formulated a series of questions to open and challenge both ourselves and the
space. A text that is also an action, an attempt to remain a body in critical relation
with the body of the building in order to de-neutralize it. Moreover, with the help of
Italo-Etiopian writer Gabriella Ghermandi’s words, more questions collided with ours.
In Regina di fiori e di perle (Queen of flowers and pearls, 2007) Ghermandi tells the
story of the Ethiopian resistance from Italian colonization, deciding to rewrite some of
the events as previously told in Tempo di Uccidere (time to kill) by Ennio Flaviano, a
Premio Strega winner novel (the most important Italian literary price) in 1947. Despite
the critical tone underlying the narration, Flaiano transfigures Italian soldiers’ efferate
violence in an almost surreal way, committing genocides with bureaucrats’ coolness,
raping young and adult women, eviscerating pregnant women, taking part in that
active process of removal of the most obscure side of the Italian colonial story, which
the “philological” restoration of the ex-GIL is unfortunately an actual witness of. What
comes out from that novel then, inasmuch as from this building, is that there is only
space for emotions, affect, words—self-exculpatory, if not even self-celebratory, of
the talian sollati, Italian soldiers, there where other bodies are incomprehensible,
animalistic, ultimately rapable and forgettable. 
On the contrary, we tried to ignite a(n) (im)possible dialogue between the questions
that move Flaiano’s “good Italian” with the questions of one of Gherlandi’s narrators,
when she remembers her own experience in the Ethiopian Resistance, guided by
Kebedech Seyoum. Questions that tell, more than ever in a building dedicated and
destined to the fascist Youth, the urgency to face the ghosts inhabiting Rome.
Questions that entangle voices in a temporal knot of a disarming actuality: to make
memory is an act as symbolical as material, as well as political. These questions
unveil the relationship among those who refuse the narration of the colonizer, while it
becomes necessary for each of us to bare the risk to question and transform the
disparity among us. The way to do it is still to figure out.
Shall we play colonized and colonizers? Where are you vulnerable? Is my skin a
privilege? What language do your ghosts speak? Are Italians white? When did we
become white? What’s our imagination of Italian colonialism? Who has been
silenced? What has been told? Is white a neutral color? What kind of animal are you?
To go ahead or to keep ourselves inclined? What does a monument say? Where is
Libya? Is forgetting an action? Am I innocent? Is a border a straight line? Who can
speak? Who’s a civilian? Who’s superior? Are we the margin of which centre? Are
you speaking on my behalf? Why am I speaking on her behalf? Where’s Ethiopia? Is
the Mediterranean a border? Is it possible to draw a straight line on water? Why is
this map of Africa empty? Where do I learn to execute a gesture? Who would you like
to be? Those objects in museums, where do they come from? Where are the
obelisks from? What is whiteness? Where is Somalia? Is the Other indistinct? Does
the Other exist? Is the Motherland a Woman? Is the territory a body to penetrate?
Were there women in the colonies? Do you know any African History? Is Time
European? Is Primitive that which comes first? Civilization or colonization? Is the
colony a place? Can the body of the Other be exposed? Who can represent the
colonizer? How to construct memory? Where is Eritrea? Who’s the keeper who
keeps? Is Patrimony a property of the father? Is remembering feminist? Is it possible
to restore fascism?
“Why shall we disturb her? And wasn’t she too similar to the beauty soldiers tried to
photograph for other purposes? Can we stop a man from satisfying his desires, when
these don’t leave any trace, futile as they are? And so, women down there, are they
really beautiful? Wasn’t it just fear that I couldn’t compensate her? The hate towards
the “landlords” that had destroyed her shelter, and killed her man? Fear of being
overtaken by some villagers who she mentioned? What was against my quite-fair
desires? Why couldn’t I understand those people? What did she like about that
backpack? Did she want this small Bible printed in Oxford? Maybe the toothpaste, oh
Lily of the valley? What better occasion to get rid of a watch that messed up with the
concept of Time? Then thus the woman would have the tendency to take me to the
shelter of some unsatisfied warrior? What would she do with that stubborn rotten
tool, she who couldn’t read? What does it mean a year, a month, an hour, when the
real measure is within myself? What kind of animal is as cautious to hide when it
feels looked at? What kind of animal is not tempted to howl when it smells a
suspicious smell, the smell of a man? What to do when a woman dies and you are
lost with her somewhere in the darkest night of the year, among hostile shadows, in
a land that already worn your nerves out, a land you hate with all your soul? If I would
have found the village, what would I have obtained? What did I have to do with that
woman? And her harsh hand, why was it lingering on mine, as if to signify a wider
possession than what we would allow ourselves vainly? C’mon, is it really the first
time you see a dead body?” Excerpt from Ennio Flaiano, Tempo di uccidere (Time to
Kill), 1947
“Who do you think would know about the planes? What look and what soul could
these men who travels on metal birds have? Why did they come from so far to
conquer our lands, to subdue us? And how? Who will kick them out? Don’t you hear
what they say at the market? And why in Fiche no-one ever heard anything about
resistance? Sister, what would you think if I’d tell you that the men of the Kassa
brothers keep on fighting in the name of their lords, and many men and women from
the Fiche countryside are joining them in the fight? And you, how do you know? A
woman? And why there’s no woman in charge? Is Kebedech Seyoum’s story true?
And why the hell shouldn’t it be? If devil would come what would you do? You didn’t
domesticate that fear of yours yet? Daughter, did you check if it’s loaded? Did the
talian sollato, did he know he is Kebedech Seyoum’s son? So? Did you like my
mother’s story?” Excerpt from Gabriella Ghermandi, Regina di fiori e di perle (Queen
of flowers and pearls), 2007
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IGIABA SCEGO was born in Rome in 1974, from a family
of Somalian origin. She collaborates as journalist and
writer with Italian newspapers such as La Repubblica,
Internazionale, Lo straniero, among others. As author,
she won several awards and took part to numerous
events such as the Literature Festival in Mantova since
2006.
SIMONE FRANGI is a researcher, critic and curator.
Between 2013 and 2017 he was the artistic director of
Viafarini – Non profit Organization for Contemporary
Artistic Research (Milan, IT) and he's currently co-
directing Live Works – Performance Act Award at
Centrale Fies (Trento, IT) and A Natural Oasis?
Transnational Research Programme organized by Little
Constellation - Network of Contemporary Art focused on
Geo-cultural Micro-areas and Small States of Europe for
BJCE.
ILENIA CALEO is a performer, activist and independent
researcher. Trained as philosopher, her practice focuses
on body, feminist and aesthetic epistemology,
performativity and cultural labour. Activist in commons
and queer-femminist movements, she grew artistically
and politically in the counterculture and social centers
underground scene.
SERENA FIORLETTA is a cultural anthropologist,
specialized in post colonial studies and demo ethno-
anthropological heritage. She focuses on colonialism,
post-colonialism, migration, gender and feminist issues,
from a transcultural perspective. She teaches cultural
anthropology at the Department of Sociology at
Sapienza, Rome.
FEDERICA GIARDINI is a philosopher, the director of the
Master in Politics and Gender studies at Roma Tre
University and the coordinator of IAPh-Italia, a research
platform for feminist thought. Her most recent
researches utilize difference as operator to read
contemporary political philosophy.
ISABELLA PINTO Ph.D. European Label in comparative
literature, is an independent researcher, activist and
editor at IAPh-Italia. Her first monographic text Elena
Ferrante. Poetiche e politiche will be published in 2020
by Mimesis.
PAOLA GRANATO has worked as organizer for the
cooperative E in Ravenna, for the theatre company Fanny
& Alexander, gruppo nanou and Menoventi, and
collaborated to several editions of Santarcangelo
Festival. She is one of the founders of the collective
Jennifer Beals.
FRANÇOISE VERGÈS is a independent researcher,
antiracist feminist educator and activist, author of twelve
books among which Monsters and Revolutionaries (Duke
UP 1999), Le ventre des femmes. Capitalisme,
racialisation et féminisme (2017), Nègre je suis, Nègre je
resterai. Entretiens con Aimé Césaire (2005), Un
féminisme décolonial (La Fabrique 2019). She has been
the president of the Comité national pour la Mémoire et
l'Histoire de l'Esclavage and is currently independent
curator and president of the association Décoloniser les
arts.
GIULIA CRISPIANI is a visual artist and writer based in
Rome, where she is an editor for NERO Editions.
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